Basic Health publications has issued additional user's guides to those already reviewed (TLfDP Dec. 2002, P. 126) on specific subjects of interest to all who are concerned about health and fitness. The series is edited by Jack Challem, a respected writer in the field, and editor of The Nutrition Reporter, a monthly newsletter of abstracts from medical journals about vitamin and mineral therapies. Challem has selected qualified writers, experts in specific subjects, to produce user's guides that are reliable, clearly written, referenced, and indexed. Each book in the series runs to about 90 pages, in quality paperback, at $5.95 in US; $9.50 in Canada. Basic Health Publications, Inc. 8200 Boulevard East, North Bergen, New Jersey 07047 USA. Each book is 3-3/4" wide and 8-1/2" high -- a size that permits the book to be slipped easily into a woman's purse or into the inside pocket of a man's jacket. For those of us who always carry reading matter, these books will be used while waiting for...
actionable tactics. Afterward, I supplemented my list by (a) going through online guides (e.g., GoodUI has a great list) and (b) studying current platforms with strong reputations for usability (e.g., Mailchimp). Here are the books from the previous image (from top to bottom)

An article on capitalizing school subjects, courses and degrees. Follow the guidelines below when deciding whether to capitalize the name of a school subject, a course or a degree. School subjects and courses. Capitalize the names of languages. Marjorie studied French at university.